
What is Spotlight?

Spotlight is Snap’s entertainment platform for user-generated content. Spotlight
highlights quality content from creative folks, regardless of how many followers they
have. Lenses are important creative tools for Snapchatters to make the best content
possible.

What makes an ideal lens for Spotlight?

The ideal Spotlight lens provides our users with an enjoyable AR experience, but
most importantly, can be used as a tool to produce engaging content. The ideal lens
should inspire, prompt, and unlock our user’s creativity and create content that can
be tied to a repeatable trend.

Key takeaways:

Lenses that successfully create quality user generated continents are: easy to use, act as editing aids, inspire
repeatable trends, allow for creativity, retain identity of the user, are culturally relevant.

Types of lenses that find success on Spotlight:

Trending Moments & Memes: Lenses that are
hyper-relevant to a cultural moment or meme

work well in Spotlight.

Effect & Transition Lenses: Lenses that help users
enhance their snap with an effect or transition

help tell a story or set up a punch-line for a joke.

Appearance: Lenses that enhance or add to the
user’s identity, but don’t replace it. These are face or

body-specific Lenses.

Prompt Lenses: These lenses set users up with an
extremely clear & simple prompt. They can encourage
a joke, mic-drop statement, or anything that provides

an exclamation point to a snap.

Freeze- Frame Lenses: These lenses help create
movement and a “punch-line” for the user’s snap,

helping to make the snaps’ narrative more engaging.



Things to avoid:

Here are some lens types and features that are not as successful on Spotlight.

Full-Face Lenses: Typically, full-face lenses produce
unengaging snaps for Spotlight. They block the
users’ face which is disengaging to watch as a

viewer.

Game Lenses: Interactive game lenses tend to create
more repetitive content than other prompt lenses.

Beautification: Beautification is not necessary to add
on most Spotlight lenses as it can distract from the

main purpose and utility of the lens.

Heavy Filtering: Heavy filtering, or altering the
original color, contrast, or saturation of a video may

not add to the lens’s purpose. Added filters can
become distracting and decrease the snap’s quality.


